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Short read, shapes kids (and parents) forever! A short read that's invaluable as I consider how to
help my 19 m/o daughter flourish and grow into herself, offering her boundaries that motivate
her to be more herself.Cannot suggest this book more, especially to a global where "freedom"
means "no boundaries." Children FLOURISH with boundaries, and this is true for my daughter." I
guess you merely try, try again, but I truthfully was left requesting the questions, "How" or "What
if. Life saver! I cannot say enough positive reasons for having this book. A good information to
behavior and expectations The "Babywise" series has truly helped me know very well what to
expect and how to deal with different issues that develop raising a baby. The publication was
very helpful since it provided some commands and path for me. My son right now listens when I
talk to him not to touch something.. It really is helpful. Hetero-normative and authoritative Some
valid reminders for parents parenting takes experience loved the flawless order to delivery
system. Toddlerwise is amazing! Essential read I would suggest this book The series “On
becoming *” is ideal for new parents. We proceeded to go from complications and counseling to
progress and compliments. We read it when my boy began walking (11m) he isn't talking at all
yet and he won't indication to us. I love the authors' philophies that a happy and healthful child
comes from a solid and loving marriage. In addition they believe that we, as parents, are training
our children to be positive members of culture with self-control and ethics. I love all of the books
in the On Becoming series. "Toddlerwise" didn't disappoint, however the a very important factor it
lacked was a section explaining how exactly to achieve specific behaviors. Still, in case you are a
"Babywise" parent, you'll get something out of "Toddlerwise. This is the best point for us after
getting our first 2 daughter's home getting the NICU and knowing we needed to keep them
constant to encourage best development and wellness for them.! This reserve is a short read and
is very worthwhile.. The Ezzo's input and knowledge are therefore wise and I want to beverage
from that same water." way more than I was with the initial two books. For instance, they believe
in training your son or daughter to play independently, which I think is an extremely important
skill." Great publication if you prefer a lovely (or sweeter) and even more obedient child Love this
book! This series has actually helped me turn into a more competent parent! I look around at how
additional similar age kids behave and I'm amazed how my child is normally Method better
behaved than all of them. Super helpful!)My siblings are jealous of how very well she behaves but
We don't want to seem to end up being judging their parenting when I actually see them take
action the book warns not to do, therefore i don't inform them about Baby Smart and Toddler
Wise. It would most likely help them though, but some kids do appear to naturally behave better
than others (and I'm only on my first kid), so I guess we'll observe if it holds up to this next one ?
Three Stars OK book. I wish there were more insights on tantrums and coaching toddlers.
Wonderful.! This really encouraged me to establish parenting goals and concentrate on the why
rather than the how. It offered me some great ideas on adjusting both my actions and my
mindset when approaching my almost 3 year old who's the exact reverse of her big sister! Great
series I cannot recommend them highly enough. Their parenting design isn't for everyone, but it
has worked nicely for us so far, and so I expected the recommendations to follow suit in this
reserve. Excellent Resource! Do not disregard the wealth of understanding in these pages
because someone else cut it down. You determine if these concepts are helpful and I am letting
you know they are!. My kids are so content and content material and it is not genetics. I did so
Babywise with my son but neglected company and scheduling until he was 3. I would suggest it
to anyone. With my 2nd kid, I have browse each one in the series because I don't want to lose out
on anything! I must say i respect the authors and their undertake parenting. (Unfortunately, the
even more she hangs out with additional kids, the worse she's become at posting but I guess



that's something we just need to focus on more. This publication has shown me how to parent
with ‘the bar arranged high’ while remaining practical. I have already recommended it to others! I
would recommend this to anyone who needs some direction or spots a behavior they think might
not be something they want their child doing... When I talk to him to come quickly to me he
listens usually..thanks Must read!! So useful! Becoming toddler wise may be the preferred book
for brand-new parents or parents looking to get child in schedule centered feeding and naps.
However, when they say to teach your son or daughter to play in one place by themselves by
laying out a blanket and having them play in that space for a particular number of a few minutes,
I was still left with the issue, "What if they crawl/walk away? We have followed this for 1st 3 kids
and plan to do the same for 4th on the way. I suggest getting the first two babywise books for
the foundational information, after that skipping to whichever books will be the right age for your
children. Preschoolwise changed our lifestyle for the better in addition to Babywise. It includes
practical advice in a very direct and professional way.
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